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I.

INTRODUCTION

1. This Technical Analysis of the Dili Water Supply System has been prepared by the ADB
Technical Assistance Project 7981-TIM: Strengthening Water Sector Management &
Service Delivery1 (TA) responding, in part, to the ADB TA 7430: Private Sector Development
Initiative 2 Terms of Reference (TOR) for an assessment of the feasibility and financial
impact of upgrading, operating and maintaining the Dili Water Supply System (DWSS) under
a Public-Private Partnership (PPP) arrangement.
2. The purpose of the PPP pre-feasibility assessment is to inform the Government of TimorLeste (GDRTL) on cost-effective options for upgrading and operating the DWSS, and
determine whether to proceed with a full feasibility study for a PPP option.
3. The TA is tasked with the technical analysis for the pre-feasibility assessment. This is to
include (i) a preliminary network mapping and quality assessment, (ii) an estimate of the
required investments to deliver the target level of service access and quality over an initial 5year period, (iii) an estimate of the costs of operating and maintaining the DWSS over the 5year period and (iv) a summary of the key service quality and access targets to be achieved
during the 5-year period. In addition, the TA has provided a rapid assessment of the 2017
potential revenue under the existing tariff regulation.
4. In undertaking this analysis, the TA makes the following distinction between development
and operations activities. Development is taken to encompass all actions performed to
increase an existing level of service (LOS) or to increase the supply coverage. This
includes the design, supervision and construction of new water supply infrastructure to
improve supply coverage, continuity, pressure and water quality.
5. Operations is taken to cover all recurrent actions performed to sustain an existing
LOS in existing supply areas. This includes corporate, asset, customer, human resources
and financial planning and management services, administration and information,
telecommunications and communications (ITC) services.
6. Infrastructure asset management and planning are recurrent operations activities, and
includes asset registration, condition assessment, operation and maintenance (O&M),
repairs, leakage control, and major rehabilitations and renewals. Similarly, customer
services are recurrent operations activities and include customer information, education and
communications programs and revenue-raising (i.e. connection, meter reading, billing,
collection and enforcement).

II.

PRELIMINARY NETWORK MAPPING & QUALITY ASSESSMENT

A. Network mapping
7. A reasonable level of network mapping, infrastructure drawings and operational
documentation has been prepared by international and local consultants since the 1999
Independence Referendum. These documents were built up from earlier Indonesian
documentation wherever that could be sourced. The documentation generally covers all new
donor-funded infrastructure projects since 2000 (i.e. new deep wells, water treatment plant
1

ADB. 2011. Strengthening Water Sector Management and Service Delivery (TA 7981-TIM). Manila (December)).
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upgrading (Bemos, Central, Lahane and Benamauk) by JICA). Due mainly to limited local
capacity, much of the documentation has not been updated and is generally not utilized to
full potential for operations activities.
8. Figure 1 below shows the base DWSS network map. This map was prepared in 2012 by a
JICA advisor embedded in the National Directorate of Water Supply (DNSA). More detailed
mapping in AutoCAD format is available from DNSA, JICA or the TA. JICA have also
prepared a service area elevation map at 0.1 m contour intervals.

Figure 1: Dili Water Supply System (source DNSA/JICA 2012)

9. External consultants also prepared a comprehensive Infrastructure Asset Management Plan
(IAMP) covering the Dili and the 12 District Capitals water supply systems in 20032. This set
of documents provided detailed assessments of the infrastructure; including condition,
performance, capacity, and the development, renewal and O&M needs to accommodate
infrastructure aging and future population growth. Despite an implicit requirement in the
Water Service Decree (No. 4/2002) to maintain an asset register, the IAMP has not been
updated, nor has it used to guide infrastructure development, O&M, repair, rehabilitation or
renewal since preparation.
2

SAS. 2003. Serviço das Águas e Saneamento Infrastructure Asset Management Plan 2003 – 2022. Prepared by
ActewAGL under Trust Fund for East Timor Contract No. WSSRP-II/41 managed by ADB.
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10. Complete technical documentations for JICA-funded new and upgraded water treatment
plants were provided to DNSA at commissioning. This included standard operating
procedures (SOPs) and manuals. SOPs and manuals for other infrastructure (deep wells,
distribution network, air valves, meters, etc.) are not generally available.
B. Existing levels of service
11. Key LOS indicators (e.g. supply coverage, continuity, pressure, quality and maintenance
activities) are rarely measured or reported. To fill this gap, the TA prepared a number of
water supply system data sheets covering key governance, operational and performance
data in November 2012, including maps of the supply area and service continuity. The
sheets show that current levels of service are comparatively low compared to that of the
international urban water utilities that generally define the government’s LOS expectations.
12. The most recent DWSS Data Sheet (updated March 2013) is attached (Appendix A). This
shows current household coverage is estimated at 36%. The intermittent nature of water
availability is mapped and indicates over half of the Dili supply area receives less than 6
hours supply per day. A number of more fine detail data sheets cover selected individual
zones and sub-zones. These are available from the TA.
13. Apart from irregular measurement of deep well production (around 60% of total production),
production is rarely measured or reported. Reactive leakage control is the norm, rather than
guided by measurement of unaccounted-for-water (UFW) or night-time flows. Planned
maintenance and adherence to SOPs is generally the exception rather than the rule. ADB is
assisting DNSA to implement a set of rehabilitation projects in three sub-zones and across
two zones (Zones 1 and 10). This rehabilitation, if accompanied by the reintroduction of
household water charges, is expected to service an additional 3,200 households (of around
30,000 total) with access to a 24-hour supply by the end of 2013.

III.

KEY SERVICE QUALITY & ACCESS TARGETS

14. The government’s Strategic Development Plan for 2012 – 2030 (SDP) sets a target of “… a
safe and secure 24-hour piped water supply to urban households”. For the purposes of
this analysis “safe” is taken to mean drinkable water quality complying with the Ministry of
Health’s draft Timor-Leste Drinking Water Quality Standards (TLDWQS). MOH proposes to
present TLDWQS to the Council of Ministers for adoption during this year. The SDP also
includes an objective to provide clean piped water to all government schools by 2020.
15. The Ministry of Public Works (MOPW) / DNSA Five-year Action Plan sets an ambitious
target for safe 24-hr water supply to 100% of Dili households by the end of 2017. However,
the TA notes this Plan does not specifically address the need to improve water quality.
16. Given the current low LOS and the rehabilitation projects underway, the TA has defined two
sets of LOS targets (see Table 1, Appendix B). The first set being for “A” zones that are
fully developed and expected to provide a safe 24-hour pressurized supply. In these
zones it is expected the full cost of operations will be recovered from the service users. The
second set of indicators is for “B” zones that still to be fully developed and currently
provide a low LOS. The TA expectation is that DNSA (or a PPP operator) will progressively
upgrade all “B” zones to “A” zone status over time (see Section IV. 5-year Development
Cost Estimates).
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17. In addition to the O&M service targets, in the interest of long-term sustainability of service
delivery, DNSA (or a PPP operator) will also need to perform a number of recurrent
operations management and planning services. The TA has also listed these operations
services along with respective targets (see Table 2, Appendix B).

IV.

5-YEAR DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATES

18. The current LOS and coverage is well below the government’s target to ensure all Dili
households have access to a safe 24-hr supply by 2017. Development projects are needed
to raise this LOS and achieve 100% coverage. This section looks at the cost of those
development projects over the MOPW Five-year Action Plan timeframe.
19. To estimate this cost, the TA has: (i) examined the Five-year Action Plan, (ii) updated the
2003 IAMP development cost projections, and (iii) developed its own program and cost
estimates for the work.
C. DNSA Five-year Action Plan
20. DNSA has prepared a very ambitious Five-year Action Plan to meet the government’s
expectations by the end of 2017. DNSA presented the Plan to the MOPW Infrastructure
Conference in October 2012. The Plan proposes to an investment of $105 million3 in over
the next five years; with a further $96.5 million to be invested in District Capitals. A $14
million investment is also proposed to implement the government’s “Water for Schools”
program.
21. It is noted the DNSA development budget over the last five years has averaged just under
$2 million per year. This suggests a very substantial increase in organizational capacity or
external assistance is needed to implement the Five-year Action Plan.
D. 2003 IAMP development projection
22. The IAMP forecasts a development (capital) expenditure of around $22.8 million (in 2003
values) over the twenty years 2003 to 2023 to achieve 100% coverage of a Dili population of
287,300 at the end of that period. Based on the 2010 census and an annual growth of 5%,
the TA estimates the Dili urban population will grow to almost 300,000 by 2017. It is
reasonable therefore to bringing forward the IAMP development 2023 estimate to 2017.
23. Construction costs have escalated significantly since 2003, and a 10% per annum
escalation is assumed to bring the IAMP costs up to 2012/13 values. A 40% allowance is
made to account for limited development, maintenance, repair and renewal work since
2003. On this IAMP basis, the TA estimates the cost of development works is around $75
million.
E. TA five-year development estimate
24. The TA estimates the water demand of a 300,000 population in 2017 will be around 44,000
cubic meters per day provided consumption is reduced to 150 liters/person/day, with an
additional 30% required for commercial and industrial uses. It assumes leakage will reduce
to around 20% by 2017 (a reasonable level given the current state of the distribution
3

Unless otherwise noted, all estimated costs are stated in 2012/13 US$ values.
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system). This means around 70,000 cubic meters of water production will be required each
day by the end of 2017.
25. On this basis, the TA estimates a development investment of just over $107 million is
required over the next five-years to reach this level of production, extend the pipe network
coverage, reduce leakage in the distribution system to 20%, and reduce household
consumption to around 1.0 cubic meter/household/day through billing and community
education programs.
26. The TA considers this the minimum investment required, as it has made little allowance for
(i) the source diversity that is usually provided to sustain supply should one or more sources
become unavailable due to major maintenance, or damage or exceptionally dry weather, or
(ii) the infrastructure robustness expected to deal with unexpected downtime, such as
additional reservoir capacity, ring mains, back-up pump systems. etc. Note this estimate
does not include any allowance for the reintroduction of billing; this is included in the Annual
Operations Cost Estimates in Section 0 below.
F. Government development budget allocations
27. The above indicates a development expenditure of between $75 and $110 million over
five years is required to achieve the government’s expectations by 2017. Future
development budget allocations will be sourced from the government’s Infrastructure
Fund4,5. The allocation for the DWSS is around $32 million over the next five years (labeled
for implementation through the MOF Major Projects Secretariat via PPP).
28. Figure 2 below shows the Five-year Action Plan, IAMP and TA development cost estimates
compared to the proposed budget allocations. From this the TA concludes it is very unlikely
the government’s expectations will be achieved in the five-year timeframe.

4
5

GDRTL MOF. 2012. State Budget: Infrastructure Fund – Book 6.
The future water supply and sanitation allocations from this fund focus on implementation of the Dili Sanitation and
Drainage Master Plan (DSDMP) over the next five years The almost $70 million allocation over five years is
expected to present the National Directorate of Basic Sanitation Services (DNSSB) with quite an implementation
challenge. It is noted it was only able to expend $2.1 million of its $10 million development budget during 2012.
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Figure 2: DWSS development cost estimates & forward budget allocations (sources: DNSA Action
Plan, IAMP update, ADB TA:7981 & GDRTL MOF 2013 Budget Paper 6)

V.

ANNUAL OPERATIONAL COST ESTIMATES

29. Adequate funding of recurrent operations is necessary to maintain existing levels of service.
The recurrent operations funding is needed for corporate, asset, customer, human
resources and financial planning and management services; O&M, repairs, leakage control,
and major rehabilitations and renewals; and customer information, education and
communications programs and revenue-raising (i.e. connection, meter reading, billing,
collection and enforcement). All these recurrent tasks are essential to sustain the expected
LOS.
30. To estimate these annual costs, the TA has: (i) updated the 2003 IAMP O&M cost
projections, (ii) examined international and regional benchmarks, and (iii) prepared its own
cost estimate built up from a schedule of recurrent services the TA considers essential to
maintain the LOS achieved by the development investments above over the longer-term.
G. 2003 IAMP operations projection
31. The IAMP forecasts an O&M expenditure of about $0.9 million (2003 values) in 2012.
Applying a 10% cost escalation over the nine years to 2012, and a 60% loading to cover
management, planning and overhead expenses, the TA estimates the annual cost of DWSS
annual operations as around $3.6 million for 2013, and rising to $4.5 million in 2017.
H. International benchmarking
32. Although every water supply system is unique in terms of infrastructure, staffing productivity
and state of development, it is informative to look at international and regional benchmarks.
Although informative, international benchmarks should be used with considerable caution,
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as they often reflect large numbers of households per a single connection (i.e. in very lowincome areas, apartment complexes, etc.) and the economies of scale in large cities.
33. The most relevant benchmarking studies include the World Bank IBNET6, the ADB Water in
Asian Cities7, the IWA International Statistics for Water Services (AquaRating)8, the South
East Asian Water Utilities Network Data Book9, the Pacific Water and Waste Association
(PWWA) Benchmarking Report10, and the Australian National Water Commission National
Performance Report11. Although the cost ratios included in these benchmarks will need to be
updated, the non-financial indicator ratios generally remain relevant except where
significantly more advanced technologies have become available.
34. Staffing. Table 1 below shows staffing productivity benchmarks together with a simple
indicative calculation of the DWSS staffing required in 2017 based on these benchmarks.
The 2017 indicative calculations are based on a service population of around 300,000
persons (5% growth from 2010 census) and/or 43,000 potential household connections (at
approximately 7 persons per household).

Table 1: DWSS staff productivity
Source
IBNET
ADB
IWA
SEAWUN
PWWA
NWC

Indicator
staff / 1000 persons served
staff / 1000 connects
n.a.
staff / 1000 connects
staff / 1000 connects
n.a.

Benchmark

(a)

1 (median)
6-10 (selected)
5 – 8 (selected)
8.5 (average)
-

DWSS
(2017 indicative need)
280
240 - 400
200 - 320
340
-

(a)

Although informative, international benchmarks should be used with caution, as they often reflect large
numbers of households per a single connection in large cities.

35. The TA estimates around 122 of a total of 255 DNSA staff work primarily on DWSS.
Although staffing productivity varies widely between high and low income countries, and are
highly influenced by water source(s) and service area topography, the above suggests that
DWSS staffing levels may need to increase significantly in the future to sustain the LOS
expected by government in the long-term.
36. Operation costs. Table 2 below shows a number of operations cost benchmarks. This also
shows a 2017 indicative calculation of the DWSS operations costs based an estimated
70,000 cubic meters / day production (sales of around 58,000 cubic meters / day) servicing
42,000 households. Note that current production is only around 36,000 cubic meters / day.
37. Although operating costs depend greatly on water sources, staffing and energy costs and
the topography of the service area, and the benchmarks may reflect multiple households per
connection (e.g. apartment blocks, low-income areas), this benchmarking basis suggests a
DWSS an annual operations cost of around $5 to $10 million by 2017.
6

World Bank. 2011. The IBNET Water Supply and Sanitation Performance Blue Book.
ADB. 2004. Water in Asian cities: utilities' performance and civil society views.
8
IWA. 2012. International Statistics for Water Services: Information every water manager should know. IWA
Specialist Group on Statistic and Economics.
9
SEAWUN / ADB. 2007. Data Book of SouthEast Asian Water Utilities 2005. South East Asian water utilities network
10
PWWA. 2011. PWWA Benchmarking Report.
11
NWC. 2012. National Performance Report 2010–11: Urban water utilities, April 2012
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Table 2: DWSS benchmarked operations cost
Source
IBNET
ADB
IWA
SEAWUN
PWWA
NWC
(a)

Indicator

Benchmark

$ / cu.m sold
$ / cu.m production
n.a.
n.a.
$ / cu.m production
$ / connection

(a)

$0.66
$0.10–$0.40/m3
$0.3–$0.9 (selected range)
A$340

DWSS
(2017 indicative need,
$ million / annum)
$13.8
$2.6 – $10.2
$7.7 - $23.0
~$14.3

Although informative, international benchmarks should be used with caution, as they often reflect large
numbers of households per a single connection in large cities.

I.

Schedule of services estimate

38. The TA has developed a schedule of essential recurrent O&M services for DWSS (see
Appendix D). On this basis the TA estimates the cost of providing these annual services is
around $3.4 million in 2013, increasing to just under $5 million by 2017. Table 3 shows that
applying a 60% loading for management, planning and other overheads gives annual
operations cost estimates $5.4 in 2013 increasing to $8.0 million by 2017. Note the cost
estimate includes the major rehabilitations and asset renewals considered essential over
time to maintain the LOS expected in the longer-term.

Table 3: ADB TA-7981 recurrent operations cost estimate
Cost

2013

2014

O&M (from TA-7981 Schedule of Services)

$3.39

$3.90

Corp. Mgt, Plan. & Admin. (60% overheads)

$2.03

Total

$5.42

2015

2016

2017

$4.58

$4.86

$4.98

$2.34

$2.75

$2.92

$2.99

$6.24

$7.33

$7.77

$7.97

($ millions / yr)

J. Operations budget allocations
39. The DNSA national operations budget allocation (comprising only salaries, and goods and
services) for 2013 is around $2.6 million. In the previous years DNSA has received
allocations of up to $0.6 million for unspecified minor capital works (usually expended on
equipment, repairs and to a lessor extent on minor asset rehabilitations and/or renewals).
40. The government budget paper highlights an allocation of $3.0 million for the purchase of
water and sanitation equipment in 2013 12 . This minor capital works budget has been
absorbed into an umbrella MOPW fund totaling $11 million and rising to $13 million by 2017.
To access this funding, DNSA will be required to make business proposals and compete for
funding against requests from other MOPW agencies.

12

GDRTL MOF. 2012. State Budget: Infrastructure Fund – Book 1.
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41. Assuming that staffing costs can be split simply by staff location (Dili based staff make up
120 of the 255 total), goods and services are 80% expended on DWSS13, and one third of
the $3.0 million minor capital budget is allocated to DWSS, gives an estimated DWSS
annual operation budget allocation of around $2.8 million in 2013, increasing to $2.9 million
in 2017.
42. Figure 3 shows the estimated annual operations costs compared to the estimate annual
budget allocations to 2017. This shows a DWSS annual operations cost estimate of at
least $3.8 in 2013, possibly rising to $10 million by 2017 will be required to achieve the
government’s LOS expectations.
43. The government’s proposed future budget allocations are substantially less than the amount
required, and do not escalate sufficiently over the five-year timeframe to take account the
substantial development proposed. On this basis, the TA concludes it is very unlikely the
government’s expectations of sustainable water supply service deliver will be achieved in
both the short and longer-terms.

DWSS)annual)opera9ons)cost)es9mates)&))
budget)alloca9ons)
$'millions)(2012/13))

$12.0$
TA$update$of$2003$IAMP$

$10.0$
$8.0$

Interna<onal$benchmarking$

$6.0$
TAE7981$opera<ons$es<mate$

$4.0$
$2.0$

GDRTL$General$Fund$alloca<on$
(includes$$1m$minor$capital/yr)$

$0.0$
2013$

2014$

2015$

2016$
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Figure 3: DWSS operations cost estimates & proposed budget allocations (sources: IAMP update,
International & regional benchmarks, ADB TA:7981 schedule of services estimate & MOF 2013 Budget Paper 1)

VI.

ANNUAL REVENUE PROJECTION

44. Revenue collection in the DWSS is almost non-existent. It current comprises only fees
charged to water cartage contractors and for private water quality testing. An earlier TA (TA
4646-TIM) estimated non-revenue water (NRW) at around 98% in 2006 when household
billing was suspended during a period of civil unrest.

13

It is evident from field inspections of district operations that the majority of the goods and services budget is
expended in Dili, and the majority of rural water supply and sanitation services are externally or self-funded.

12
45. The current tariff was set in 2003, and was intended to recover operations costs (refer
Ministerial Order on Schedule of Fees & Charges No. 1/2004). Currently any revenue
collected from water charges is to paid to the government’s consolidated revenue fund, and
is not directly available to DNSA to fund its operations.
46. Assuming a 100% household coverage and 100% collection ratio, the TA estimates a total
revenue potential of around $7.9 million by 2017. However the TA acknowledges this
potential is unlikely to be fully realized within the five-year timeframe. Even in the longerterm this will require a very substantial effort by DNSA (or PPP operator) to increase
production, reduce leakage, connect households and collect tariffs. There is also a risk that
the reintroduction of water charges may drive a reduction in water use below the 150 liters /
person / day assumed consumption. Nevertheless, this quick assessment shows it is
theoretically possible to fully fund the annual operations of the DWSS at the existing tariff
rates in the longer-term.

Table 4: DWSS 2017 revenue potential
Use category
Household
Commercial / industrial
Total
a

a

Total Use

Number

Ave. use

Ave. Charge

Total revenue

(cu.m/mth)
1,338,333

(households)
42,000

(cu.m/mth)
31.9

($/mth)
$9.9

401,500

-

-

-

$2,890,800

1,739,833

-

-

-

$7,903,600

($'millions/yr)
$5,012,800

30% of total household water use

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

47. While the timeframes in this analysis have been driven by DNSA’s Five-year Action Plan
(2013 to 2017), the TA concludes that organizational capacity limitations and budget funding
shortfalls will mean the Plan’s expected development outputs are unlikely to be achieved
within the timeframe. In the longer-term, for similar reasons, the TA concludes any LOS
improvements gained in the next five years are unlikely to be sustained. Although the TA’s
analysis shows it is theoretically possible to fully recover the full cost of operations through
user charges in the longer-term, some hopefully decreasing level of government subsidy will
be required for DNSA (or a PPP operator) operations over the short to medium-term.
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A. Dili Water Supply System Data Sheet

Water Supply System Data Sheet - Timor-Leste Capital City: Dili
(Prepared by ADB TA-7981 TIM Strengthening Water Sector Mgt. & Service Delivery in consultation with DNSA)

Water Supply Entity

Dili Urban Water Supply System
Address: Rua Jacinto Candido, Caicoli, Dili
Telephone: +670 313 726, +670 333 9296
Contact: DNSA Deputy Director - Dili Water Supply: Rui de Sousa (Ph. 7732 7461)
Service base1:
The 2010 census shows a Dili urban area population of 210,2502. Based on a 5% growth per annum between
2004 and 2010, future growth is expected to be around 5% per annum. Not all of the Dili urban area is
currently covered by the water supply pipe network.
Regulation:
Tariffs are set by Ministerial Order on Schedule of Fees & Charges No. 1/2004. The Ministry of Health has
prepared, but not yet promulgated, Timor-Leste Drinking Water Quality Standards.
Service delivery:
The National Directorate of Water Supply (DNSA) Dili sub-directorate manages and operates the Dili water
supply system. It is responsible for planning, management, operational and maintenance, repairs and
renewals, new connections, billing and responding to customer complaints.
DNSA is part of the Ministry of Public Works (MOPW). It reports to the Secretary of State for Water
Supply and Sanitation and the new Director-General for Water Supply and Sanitation. On behalf of DNSA,
MOPW makes budget submissions, approves and appoints staff in consultation with the Public Service
Commission, allocates minor capital budgets ($3 million) and manages all procurements.
DNSA suspended all billing during the 2006 period of civil unrest, but it still reads some household meters
(~600 in Zone 10). It discourages public standpipes and encourages poor households to connect and pay
through installments. Billing and accounting systems are computerized, but not yet fully functional.

Mission Statement
General Data

Tariff Structure

Priority needs

Customer Survey
findings
Major Changes in the
water supply entity
(2008 – 2012)

"To give a sufficient drinking water service for consumers with a focus on its quality, quantity and the
continuity of its distribution"3
Connections
11,170 (Feb. 2013 Customer Services Report)
Staff
122 (estimated)
Annual O&M Costs
US$ 1.8 million (estimated)
Annual collection
US$ 13,856 (2012)
Annual billing
US$ 13,856 (2012)
Annual development Expenditure (ave. last 5 years)
US$ 1.7 million / year (estimated)
Expenditure per connection
US$ 300 / connection (estimated)
Sources of Investment Funds
GDRTL, Dev. partner grants
Connection Type
Water Use / Mth
Tariff (US$/m3)
Up to 14 m3
US$ 0.20
Domestic (connection fee $50)
More than 14 m3
US$ 0.40
Public tap
All volumes used
US$ 0.10
Social (schools, churches, mosques, hospital etc)
All volumes used
US$ 0.15
General (industry, hotels, embassies, restaurants etc)
All volumes used
US$ 0.60
As seen by management:
As seen by customers:
1. Improve system to provide 24-hr supply.
1. n.a.
2. Reintroduce billing
2. n.a.
No recent customer surveys. Anecdotal reports suggest customers are very unhappy with the supply
uncertainty in most areas, happy with the water quality in areas supplied by deep wells
(untreated/unchlorinated), and less happy in areas supplied by surface water sources (unchlorinated).
At March 2013, 3 sub-zones were in the final stages of major rehabilitation by DNSA with the assistance of
ADB Grant 0100: Dili Urban Water Supply Project (commenced 2010). It is expected 24-hour supply will
be achieved in the target zones by late 2013 (subject to the re-introduction of billing). The zonal approach
applied aims to use water savings and revenue collected from the target zones to replicate the approach in
adjacent zones (or other sub-zones already close to 24-hr supply).

1

The Dili urban water supply staff also manage the Metinaro desalination plant. This system services an unknown but small population east of
the Dili urban area with a fleet of three water trucks, and is excluded from this data sheet.
2
Population and Housing Census. 2010. Preliminary Results Timor-Leste, page 5 Table 5 Dili population data
3
DNSAS. 2010. Corporate Plan of Clean Water Sector of Dili: Period 2010 - 2014. Prepared with assistance of ADB TA-4869 TIM: Dili Water
Supply Performance Improvement Project (DWSPI) during 2008/09.
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Key performance indicators
Production/Distribution
Mean daily production

~36,000 cu.m/day

Ground water
Surface water (treated)
Surface water (untreated)
Treatment type
Storage (gross)

20,700 m3/day
13,500 m3/day
1,800 m3/day
Rapid sand filter
9,100 m3

Service area
Distribution Zones

36.7 km2
10 zones

Service connections
House

Notes
• Estimate (from production is estimated to have
increased from 30,300 cu.m/day in 2008 to 43,300
cu.m/day in 2012; i.e. ~9% p.a.)
• No treatment; no chlorination
• Estimate (filtered, irregular chlorination)
• Estimate
• Filtered, but generally not chlorinated
• Becusi service reservoir (950 cu.m) not included
(unserviceable).
• Estimate (not defined by regulation)
•

See attached Figure

10,5304

•

Public Taps

41

•

Social
General
Service Indicators
Consumption /connection
Service Coverage
Water availability

55
544

•
•

Feb. 2013 Customer Services Report
(estimated ~7 people per household)
Feb. 2013 Customer Services Report
(estimated ~70 people per public tap)
Feb. 2013 Customer Services Report
Feb. 2013 Customer Services Report

2,318 L/connect/day
36%
Intermittent

•
•

Estimate from Zone 10 June 2012 meter readings
Estimate

•

Rationing to zones, see Figure

333 L/person/day
$27.7 / month
($9.9 / month)
Boil water

•
•

Estimate from Zone 10 June 2012 meter readings
Estimate from Zone 10 June 2012 meter readings
(Est. if based on target consumption 150 l/p/d.)
Compromised by irregular disinfection &
discontinuous supply.

96.1%

•

99.8%
US$ n.a. / m3
n.a.
$0.00 months
11.6
(4.1)

•
•
•
•
•

Per capita consumption
Average household tariff
Drinking water quality
Efficiency Indicators
Unaccounted for Water5
Non-Revenue Water6
Unit Production Cost
Operating Ratio
Accounts Receivable
Staff/1,000 connections

•

1

2

Estimate (regular bulk metering at bores only, hh
meter reading in Zone 10 only).
No household billing
Unknown, disaggregated cost not available
Revenue is effectively zero
Revenue is effectively zero
Current ~122 staff / ~10,500 connects
(estimate if ~122 staff / ~30,000 connects in 2017)

4

In 2008, 3338 (32%) of service connections were metered (albeit often poor installations). In 2012 an additional 682 (6 %) were metered.
Unaccounted-for-water (UFW) is the metered volume of water supplied to a zone minus the metered volume of water leaving the zone (i.e.
water consumed by customers and any water transferred from the zone to another zone)
6
Non-revenue water (NRW) comprises: (i) unbilled authorized consumption, (ii) apparent losses (water theft and metering inaccuracies) and (iii)
real losses (leakage from transmission mains, storage facilities, or distribution mains)
5
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Water supply area & zones

Figure 1: Dili Water Supply System zoning showing the three sub-zones under rehabilitation by ADB Grant 0100 Dili Urban Water Supply Project
(source: ADB Grant 0100)
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Levels of service
a

Figure 2: Dili Water Supply System zoning showing estimated supply continuity level of service (source: ADB TA-7981 in consultation with DNSA)

a

Note: No change reported since previous Data Sheet (November 2012)
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B. Key Service Delivery Criteria & Targets

Appendix B: Key Service Delivery Targets

Table 1: Level of service criteria & recommended targets
Criteria
1. Household coverage
2. Water availability
a. continuity
b. pressure
3. New connections (response time)
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Water consumption
Non-revenue water
Leakage (bulk supply pipelines)
Quality
a. at point of supply
b. at outlet treatment plant
Maintenance
a. planned

“B” zone targets b
n.a.

24-hr
> 10 m, < 60 m
within 5 days
< 150 liters/person/day
20%
addressed above

regular hrs
n.a.
within 5 days (where water is
available)
n.a.
reactive leak repairs
20%

compliance with TLDWQS
compliance with TLDWQS

turbidity < 10 NTU
compliance with TLDWQS

per IAMP, SOPs or supplier
manuals

per IAMP, SOPs or supplier
manuals

within 8 hrs

16 hrs

within 4 hrs

8 hrs

1.0

n.a.

b.

9.

unplanned
i. minor repair (< 100
customers affected)
ii. major repair (> 100
customers affected)
Operating ratio (cost / revenue)

“A” zone targets a
100%

a

“A”$zones$are$fully$rehabilitated$&$usually$provide$a$safe$24:hour$pressurized$supply

b

!“B”$zones$are$yet$to$rehabilitated$

Table 2: Management, planning & administration services targets
Service
1. Business planning & reporting
• corporate plans, compliance reports
2. Asset mgt. planning (based on life-cycle planning)
• planned maintenance, SOPs, asset renewals, cost projections
3. Human resource planning
• recruitments, trainings, succession planning, cost projections
4. Financial planning & control
• budget submission, expenditure monitoring
5.

6.

Customer services
• billing (connection & metering, meter reading, issue of bills, revenue
collection & reporting, disconnections)
• consumption monitoring, water conservation education & service
protection
Administration & information technology planning
• internal service needs, cost projections
!

Target
Annual reporting
Annual reporting
Annual reporting
Annual budget / monthly
cost reports
Quarterly billing /
revenue reports
As required

As required
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C. TA-7981 Development Cost Estimate

Appendix C: Dili Water Supply System 5-Yr Development Estimate
Yr.

Description

Unit

Rate

Cost

2013
1

Upgrade “B” Zones to “A” Zones

8,184 hhs

$2,000

$16,368,816

2

Install 2x30 lps bore in Zone 1

2 no.

$200,000

$400,000

3

Install 30 lps bore in Zone 10

1 no.

$200,000

$200,000

4

Construction supervision

-

10.0%

$1,636,882

5

Design for 2014 upgrade “B” Zones to “A”
Zones
Community engagement

9,358 hhs

$935,759

$935,759

-

2.5%

$488,000

1

Upgrade “B” Zones to “A” Zones

9,358 hhs

$2,000

$18,715,189

2

Detailed design of Maloa WTP

1 no.

$150,000

$150,000

3

Install 2x30 lps source near SZ3 for SZ3

2 no.

$200,000

$400,000

4

Install 2x new 40 lps source near Asgor bore
(backup for Central WTP when unable treat
dirty source water)
Construction supervision

2 no.

$200,000

$400,000

-

10.0%

$1,871,519

8,939 hhs

$893,881

$893,881

6
2014

5
6
7

Design for 2015 upgrade “B” Zones to “A”
Zones
Community engagement

8

New office accommodation

-

2.5%

$560,765

Item

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

8,939 hhs

$2,000

$17,877,613

2015
1

Upgrade “B” Zones to “A” Zones

2

Install new WTP at Maloa

1 no.

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

3

Install new 2 x 40 lps bore for Zone 4

2 no.

$200,000

$400,000

4

Construction supervision

5
6

Design for 2016 upgrade “B” Zones to “A”
Zones
Design new reservoirs

7

Community engagement

-

10.0%

$1,787,761

7,070 hhs

$707,007

$707,007

2 no.

$225,000

$450,000

2.5%

$555,560

7,070 hhs

$2,000

$14,140,133

2

$200,000

$400,000

2016
1

Upgrade “B” Zones to “A” Zones

2

Install 2x new 25 lps bore in zone 8

3

Construction supervision

4
5

Design for 2017 upgrade “B” Zones to “A”
Zones
Install 10,000 m3 reservoir

6

Community engagement

-

10.0%

$1,414,013

7,132 hhs

$713,239

$713,239

1 no.

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

-

2.5%

$454,185

7,132 hhs

$2,000

$14,264,782

1 no.

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

-

10.0%

$1,426,478

-

2.5%

2017
1

Upgrade “B” Zones to “A” Zones

2

Install 10,000 m3 reservoir

3

Construction supervision

4

Community engagement
Total

Note: The detailed spreadsheets behind this estimate are available from ADB TA-7981.

$429,782
$107,041,898
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D. TA-7981 Schedule of O&M Services

Appendix(B:(Schedule(of(DWSS(O&M(Services(
!
S!

M!

A!

R!

T!

Scope of service

Measure of performance

Accountability / responsibility

Resource needs

Timeframes

Production
manager,
Treatment
supervisor,
Intake
operators
Bemos(x2), Maloa intake (1x), Nahaek,
Lakoto & Mutudare (1x), Benamuak
(contract labour)
Production
manager,
Treatment
supervisor, production wells operators:
11x including 2x distribution staff and 1x
community operated well. Electrical
maintenance outsourced

Daily quantity records; periodic
maintenance activities as specified in
Standard Operating Procedures or
Supplier Manuals

Mgr. Production, Supervisor Treatment,
Bemos (operators 1x & cleaner x1),
Central (operators x6), Lahane
(operators x2), Benamauk (operator x1),
water quality test staff x2, laboratory
operations, consumables (chemicals,
sand? ...), vehicles
Production
Manager,
Supervisor
Treatment, deep well operators: 11
including 2x distribution staff and 1x
community operated well, water quality
test staff x 2, consumables (chemicals),
vehicles

Daily records quantity; quality tested as
required GDRTL standards (or more
often); periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals

Operation & Maintenance services
"A" zones (meet GDRTL LOS targets)
River intakes:
Operation and
regular maintenance of six surface
intakes; Bemos, Maloa, Nahaek, Lakoto,
Mutudare, Benamauk.

Quantity at inlet to Treatment plant

Treatment Supervisor

Production bores: Operation and
routine maintenance of 16 production
wells (Bidau I, II & III, Kuluhun A & B,
Bocora 1 & 2, Camea, Cendana,
Comoro A/G, B-old, B-new, C, D, E and
F (abandoned)). It is expected that by
the time all of Dili is Type "A" there will
be 10 additional bores
Water treatment (Dili surface
sources):
Operation
&
regular
maintenance at 4 WTPs (Bemos,
Central, Lahane & Benamauk).
Currently no WTP for Maloa surface
water source. However it is planned that
a new WTP will be built at Maloa
Water treatment (Dili pumped
wells): operation & regular maintenance
of disinfection facilities at 15 boreholes.
Number of boreholes is expected to rise
to 25 boreholes

Quantity of water pumped into water
supply system

Treatment Supervisor

Quantity treated per day; quality
measured three times a day at three
points in the treatment.

Treatment Supervisor

Quantity treated per day; chlorine
residual at outlet. Water meets East
Timor DWS

Treatment Supervisor

Bulk supply pipes & metering.
Monitoring and routine calibration of bulk

Production reports

Production manager

Daily quantity records and daily power
consumption
records;
periodic
maintenance activities as specified in
Standard Operating Procedures or
Supplier Manuals

Daily water quality tests; quality tested
as required GDRTL standards (or more
often); periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals
every month; periodic maintenance
activities as specified in Standard

S!

M!

A!

R!

T!

Scope of service

Measure of performance

Accountability / responsibility

Resource needs

Timeframes

meters on all treatment plants (inlet and
outlet) and on all bores
Service
reservoirs:
routine
maintenance of 15 Service reservoirs
(Malinamuk,
Bemos,
Manleuana,
Central, Maloa, Aituri Laran, Aitahan
Belar, Lahane, Kariga Tiru, Becusi,
Culau, Benamauk, Cendana, Bidau,
Cristo Rei). At least two additional
reservoirs are planned to be built.
Distribution pipelines. Operation
and maintanence of distribution system
and planning for minor extention for new
service connections. 165 km of pipe in
the system - 86% 150mm and less (2003
asset management plan). Installation of
new service connection.
11,040
connection in 2012 (DNSA data). It is
planned to increase the number of
service connections to 42,000
Leakage control. Monitoring and
controlling leakage in the distribution
system

Operating Procedures or Supplier
Manuals
Monthly report ing of water quality.
Annual leakage test, clean every 2 to 5
years; periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals

Reservoir leakage, reservoirs cleaning,
monitoring of chlorine residual in
reservoirs

Production manager

Production manager, motor cycles,

New service connections installed
within 5 days of installation payment.
Service connection faults addressed
within 24 hours of notification.
Distribution system water quality
monitored monthly

Distribution manager

Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup, motor cycles, equipment

Monthly report of new service
connections and service connection
repairs; all new connections and
maintenance activities completed in
accordance with Standard Operating
Procedures and Supplier Manuals

Leakage maintained at or less than the
target maximum leakage of 20%.

Distribution manager

Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup, motor cycles, equipment

Meter testing & repair

All meters calibrated every 10 years.
Repaired meters calibrated to within
the accuracy stated by the meter
manufacturer

National DNSA Logistic department

Logisitc manager, test bench staff, test
bench, meter spare parts

Emergency responses

Major breaks repaired within 5 days
e.g. several meters of 200 mm pipe, or
greater, damages, washed out and
requiring ancillary work to make the
repair. Moderate breaks repaired within

Distribution manager

Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup,
motor
cycles,
equipment, spares in stock

Leakage (NRW) reported monthly; all
repairs and maintenance activities
completed in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures and
Supplier Manuals
Monthly report on meters calibrated. All
meter repairs and calibration to be
completed in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures and
Supplier Manuals
Any emergency works reported in
monthly reporting.
All repairs
completed in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures and
Supplier Manuals

S!

M!

A!

R!

T!

Scope of service

Measure of performance

Accountability / responsibility

Resource needs

Timeframes

Production
manager,
Treatment
supervisor,
Intake
operators
Bemos(x2), Maloa intake (no operator),
Nahaek, Lakoto & Mutudare (1x),
Benamuak (contract labour)
Production
manager,
Treatment
supervisor, production wells operators:
11x including 2x distribution staff and 1x
community operated well. Electrical
maintenance outsourced

Daily quantity records; periodic
maintenance activities as specified in
Standard Operating Procedures or
Supplier Manuals

Mgr. Production, Supervisor Treatment,
Bemos (operators 1x & cleaner x1),
Central (operators x6), Lahane
(operators x2), Benamauk (operator x1),
water quality test staff x2, laboratory
operations, consumables (chemicals,
sand? ...), vehicles
Production
Manager,
Supervisor
Treatment, deep well operators: 11
including 2x distribution staff and 1x
community operated well, water quality
test staff x 2, consumables (chemicals),
vehicles

Daily records quantity; quality tested as
required GDRTL standards (or more
often); periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals

3 days e.g. 150mm valve and
connecting pipes damaged during road
excavation and minor breaks (150mm
pipe and less) within a day
"B" zones (do not meet GDRTL LOS
targets)
River intakes:
Operation and
regular maintnenance of six surface
intakes; Bemos, Maloa, Nahaek, Lakoto,
Mutdare, Benamauk.

Quantity at inlet to Treatment plant

Treatment Supervisor

Production bores: Operation and
routine maintenance of 16 production
wells (Bidau I, II & III, Kuluhun A & B,
Bocora 1 & 2, Camea, Cendana,
Comoro A/G, B-old, B-new, C, D, E and
F (abandoned)).
Water treatment (Dili surface
sources):
Operation
&
regular
maintenance at 4 WTPs (Bemos,
Central, Lahane & Benamauk).
Currently no WTP for Maloa surface
water source

Quantity of water pumped into water
supply system

Treatment Supervisor

Quantity treated per day; quality
measured three times a day at three
points in the treatment.

Treatment Supervisor

Water treatment (Dili pumped
wells): operation & regular maintenance
of disinfection facilities at 15 boreholes.

Quantity treated per day; chlorine may
not be present in water at outlet

Treatment Supervisor

Bulk supply pipes & metering. No
bulk meters on treatment plants. Meters
on all bores

Production reports

Production manager

Daily quantity records and daily power
consumption
records;
periodic
maintenance activities as specified in
Standard Operating Procedures or
Supplier Manuals

Daily water quality tests; quality tested
as required GDRTL standards (or more
often); periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals
every month; periodic maintenance
activities as specified in Standard
Operating Procedures or Supplier

S!

M!

A!

R!

T!

Scope of service

Measure of performance

Accountability / responsibility

Resource needs

Timeframes

Service
reservoirs
Routine
maintenance of 15 Service reservoirs
(Malinamuk,
Bemos,
Manleuana,
Central, Maloa, Aituri Laran, Aitahan
Belar, Lahane, Kariga Tiru, Becusi
(unserviceable), Culau, Benamauk,
Cendana, Bidau, Cristo Rei)
Distribution pipelines: Operation
and maintanence of distribution system.
165 km of pipe in the system - 86%
150mm and less (2003 asset
management plan). Installation of new
service connection. 11,040 connection
in 2012 (DNSA data)
Leakage control

Reservoir leakage, reservoirs cleaning

Production manager

Production manager, motor cycles,

New service connections installed only
where water available daily. Service
connection faults addressed where
water available daily.
Distribution
system water quality monitored
monthly

Distribution manager

Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup, motor cycles, equipment

Monthly report of new service
connections and service connection
repairs; all new connections and
maintenance activities completed in
accordance with Standard Operating
Procedures and Supplier Manuals

Minimal leakage control

Distribution manager

Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup, motor cycles, equipment

No meters calibrated
Major breaks repaired within 5 days
e.g. several meters of 200 mm pipe, or
greater, damages, washed out and
requiring ancillary work to make the
repair. Moderate breaks repaired within
3 days e.g. 150mm valve and
connecting pipes damaged during road
excavation and minor breaks (150mm
pipe and less) within a day

na
Distribution manager

na
Distribution manager, Utility truck, Utility
vehicle/pickup,
motor
cycles,
equipment, spares in stock

All repairs and maintenance activities
completed in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures and
Supplier Manuals
na
Any emergency works reported in
monthly reporting.
All repairs
completed in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures and
Supplier Manuals

Meter testing & repair
Emergency responses

Manuals
Annual leakage test, clean every 2 to 5
years; periodic maintenance activities
as specified in Standard Operating
Procedures or Supplier Manuals

